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BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Justine Naylor 
SWSLHD, Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The manuscript is a protocol for a study aiming to determine the 
incidence of falls in the first 12 months after discharge from hospital 
in a cohort of older patients who undergo elective THA or TKA.  
 
The authors pose a very relevant question and propose a strong 
methodology in order to capture the required data.  
 
My revisions are minor and concern (largely) the need for greater 
clarity. If the study has not commenced, there may be opportunity to 
enhance the protocol based on some of the comments below.  
 
Background  
Pg 5, Lines 10 – use more recent NJRR 2014 Report ideally as the 
reference.  
Pg 5, Lines 28-34 – Unsure of the relevance of this information in 
this context as you are talking about falls post-surgery not 
satisfaction with surgery. Is there a link?  
Pg 5, Line 43 - ‘Studies conducted in post TKR populations have 
found between 24% and 45% of patients fell” Perhaps rephrase to 
say ‘24% and 45% report to have fallen’.  
The background would be enhanced if some 
physiological/biomechanical rationale for why falls may increase 
after surgery is provided. Incorporate why this may be more relevant 
in those > 60 vs those < 60 yrs.  
 
Methods  
 
It would also have been useful to perform some baseline physical 
measurements to see if physical tests are also predictive. As this is 
not being done, perhaps include this as a limitation.  
 
Pg 9, Explain why ‘near misses’; are not being captured eg is this 
because there is difficulty defining this?  
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Pg 10, line 41 -clarify amount of medical attention.  
 
Pg 11, lines 23 – clarify the link between pre-op healthcare costs 
and being able to compare fallers and non fallers post-op. I think this 
is just a grammatical issue.  
 
Pg 9, Recruitment -clarify if recruitment occurs pre-operatively or 
post-operatively. Ideally, baseline would be pre-operative so the 
acute experience is not influencing the PROMS and desire to 
participate or not. Presumably the basline PROMS are meant to 
reflect pre-surgical status.  
 
Pg 15 – line 44. Where did the history of falls prior to admission 
come from? This does not seem to be stated in baseline data?  
 
Pg 16 -sample size. Explain why the sample in each cohort (TKR 
and THR) is required to be the same. Is it that you need 533 in total, 
but ideally you want an even mix of THR and TKR?  
 
Pg 17 – lines 19. How will you work out from the costs data those 
that are attributable to falling in the pre-op period? Are you asking 
patients at baseline about their falls history?  
 
Pg 18, lines 49 . Perhaps add that because the cohort is private, this 
may also limit generalization to public cohorts. Private patients tend 
to be in better shape (less joint impairment). I know this from 
unpublished data (data waiting to be published) so it is possible that 
private patients may fall less.  
 
 
I wish the investigators well in the successful completion of this 
study. 

 

REVIEWER Jan Herman Kuiper 
Keele University (UK) and the RJAH Orthopaedic Hospital (UK) 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Feb-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This seems a well-thought out study, but I do have a few remarks.  
 
1. Page 9, line 21-23, page 27, line 23-34.  
The authors seem to rely heavily on “next of kin” if the 
patients/participants are unable to provide the information 
themselves. However, if such a patient is in a nursing home, than 
the carer or nurse in charge of the patient might be a valuable 
source of information? A good nursing home will keep a record of all 
that happens, suspected falls (as witnessed by bruises) etcetera.  
 
2. Page 15, line 30  
The authors state that they want to use generalised linear mixed 
modelling, which is fine. However, they might want to expand – for 
instance will they use Poisson regression?  
 
3. Page 15, line 39  
“Univariate” should be “univariable”?  
 
4. Page 15, line 50 “These variables include those that have been 
shown to be predictive of falls in other post discharge populations”  
Reading the list of outcomes, it seems that quite a lot of data on 
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known predictors is not collected, such as BMI, visual deficit, 
comorbidities (diabetes, incontinence), polypharmacy, etc. See e.g. 
Karinkanta S et al. "Physical therapy approaches to reduce fall and 
fracture risk among older adults." Nature Reviews Endocrinology 6.7 
(2010): 396-407 for an overview. Although it may not be feasible to 
measure all, it seems that the authors leave out quite a few that 
should be relatively easy to obtain.  
 
5. Page 16, line 41 and on (Sample size)  
I am not sure if I follow this completely. Firstly, the authors propose 
to use a generalised linear mixed model to assess the incidence 
rate, but the sample size calculation is not one that directly relates to 
a mixed model but instead assumes a survival model. Secondly, the 
authors seem to base it on a hypothesis test, but in this case it 
would be more useful and logical to aim for a specified precision of 
the estimate. Checking the book by Lemeshow, the authors seem to 
have done this – the proposed 267 patients will give them 95% 
certainty to estimate the incidence rate to within 12% of the true 
value (Page 30 and Table 15 in Lemeshow et al.), which is indeed 
within 0.54/1000 .  
There is however an important assumption in this calculation and the 
authors may have missed it. This assumption is that all patients are 
followed-up until the event (in this case a fall) occurs. This may take 
longer than the planned study time of 1 year. The authors should 
therefore check if they need to correct their sample size to account 
for the censoring that will almost certainly occur. Given that the 
mean time to a fall will be the reciprocal of the incidence rate, or 222 
days, the difference will not be large, but would be useful to know 
beforehand. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1  

The authors pose a very relevant question and propose a strong methodology in order to capture the 

required data. My revisions are minor and concern (largely) the need for greater clarity. If the study 

has not commenced, there may be opportunity to enhance the protocol based on some of the 

comments below.  

 

Response: Thank you for your review and comments to further strengthen this protocol.  

 

Background  

1. Pg 5, Lines 10 – use more recent NJRR 2014 Report ideally as the reference.  

• Response: The 2014 data have now been reported and the referenced (Reference 1).  

 

2. Pg 5, Lines 28-34 – Unsure of the relevance of this information in this context as you are talking 

about falls post-surgery not satisfaction with surgery. Is there a link?  

• Response: The authors have now clarified this section of text by describing the link between these 

data and falls, as well as providing references (references 12 and 13).  

 

3. Pg 5, Line 43 - ‘Studies conducted in post TKR populations have found between 24% and 45% of 

patients fell” Perhaps rephrase to say ‘24% and 45% report to have fallen’.  

• Response: The authors have now made this revision.  

 

4. The background would be enhanced if some physiological/biomechanical rationale for why falls 

may increase after surgery is provided. Incorporate why this may be more relevant in those > 60 vs 

those < 60 yrs.  
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• Response: The authors have now briefly provided the reader with a rationale as to why falls may 

increase after arthroplasty, including that it may affect proprioception as well as a short-term increase 

in pain and reduction in muscle strength following surgery. It has now been briefly highlighted that this 

may affect older adults with less physical reserve and ability to compensate for these deficits than 

younger adults (background second paragraph and references 15, 16, 17).  

 

Methods  

5. It would also have been useful to perform some baseline physical measurements to see if physical 

tests are also predictive. As this is not being done, perhaps include this as a limitation.  

• Response: Authors agree but decided to focus on collecting robust falls data to answer the primary 

question and were conscious of the burden on participants. Hence maintaining contact with the cohort 

for 12 months after discharge to prospectively collect falls data was seen as the primary focus to 

collect a complete a dataset as possible. Robust data will be collected on comorbidities, functional 

ability and self-reported patient outcomes which are strongly associated with physical impairments. 

We have mentioned this as a limitation (in the limitations section of the discussion).  

 

6. Pg 9, Explain why ‘near misses’; are not being captured eg is this because there is difficulty 

defining this?  

• Response: Yes, the example reason provided by the reviewer is correct. There is indeed substantial 

difficulty in defining and reliably measuring ‘near misses’. Therefore we have opted to measure falls 

and fall-related injuries as per previous recommendations for conducting research in the field (Lamb 

et al, 2005 reference 34).  

 

7. Pg 10, line 41 -clarify amount of medical attention.  

• Response: Authors have clarified the data that are being collected to describe the medical attention 

sought (second paragraph outcome measures).  

 

8. Pg 11, lines 23 – clarify the link between pre-op healthcare costs and being able to compare fallers 

and non fallers post-op. I think this is just a grammatical issue.  

• Response: Correct, the wording has now been amended for clarity. It was not our intention to 

indicate a link between pre-operative healthcare costs and being able to compare fallers and non-

fallers post-op. This section has now been reworded for clarity.  

 

9. Pg 9, Recruitment -clarify if recruitment occurs pre-operatively or post-operatively. Ideally, baseline 

would be pre-operative so the acute experience is not influencing the PROMS and desire to 

participate or not. Presumably the base: line PROMS are meant to reflect pre-surgical status.  

• Response: Authors have clarified that recruitment occurs post operatively. As it is a private cohort 

patients are most often admitted on the day of surgery, hence we wait till after patients have 

recovered from immediate post surgery period, but before they leave the hospital. Baseline data 

include all medications taken normally by the patient as well as medications given post-surgery.  

 

10. Pg 15 – line 44. Where did the history of falls prior to admission come from? This does not seem 

to be stated in baseline data?  

• Response: We have added some text for clarity in the baseline measures to state that we do collect 

these data. See section data collection and procedure first paragraph.  

 

11. Pg 16 -sample size. Explain why the sample in each cohort (TKR and THR) is required to be the 

same. Is it that you need 533 in total, but ideally you want an even mix of THR and TKR?  

• Response: We have now amended this section of text (see section on sample size calculation) for 

clarity. We are targeting a minimum sample of 267 to report incidence of falls in each cohort (i.e. 267 

in the TKR cohort + 267 in the THR cohort). If there was a larger total study sample, with an unequal 

mix (e.g. 267 THR and 300 TKR) this would also be adequate provided the stated assumptions for 
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each cohort were met.  

 

12. Pg 17 – lines 19. How will you work out from the costs data those that are attributable to falling in 

the pre-op period? Are you asking patients at baseline about their falls history?  

• Response: The authors have now amended this section of text for clarity. It is not our intention to 

attribute cost-data to falling during the pre-op period. We are asking about patients’ falls history at 

baseline and we will describe this and use elsewhere in analyses, but it is not our intention to attribute 

costs data to self-reported pre-op fall history.  

 

13. Pg 18, lines 49 . Perhaps add that because the cohort is private, this may also limit generalization 

to public cohorts. Private patients tend to be in better shape (less joint impairment). I know this from 

unpublished data (data waiting to be published) so it is possible that private patients may fall less.  

• Response: Authors agree, this observation would probably apply to Australian settings as well. We 

have added this limitation in the final section in the discussion.  

 

I wish the investigators well in the successful completion of this study.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Jan Herman Kuiper  

Keele University (UK) and the RJAH Orthopaedic Hospital (UK)  

This seems a well-thought out study, but I do have a few remarks.  

Response: Thank you for your review and comments to further strengthen this protocol.  

 

14. Page 9, line 21-23, page 27, line 23-34. The authors seem to rely heavily on “next of kin” if the 

patients/participants are unable to provide the information themselves. However, if such a patient is in 

a nursing home, than the carer or nurse in charge of the patient might be a valuable source of 

information? A good nursing home will keep a record of all that happens, suspected falls (as 

witnessed by bruises) etcetera.  

• Response: Yes we agree carers are a good source of information. We have excluded older people 

who reside in residential care settings. This was done consciously as we know the falls rates and 

reasons for falls differ in residential care populations and that those older people are a much frailer, 

older population. We wanted to ensure our results were broadly generalizable to a community 

dwelling population.  

 

15. Page 15, line 30 The authors state that they want to use generalised linear mixed modelling, 

which is fine. However, they might want to expand – for instance will they use Poisson regression?  

• Response: We appreciate the sentiments here. We have clarified that we will be conducting the 

analyses under a mixed model framework whereby parameterization during the modelling process will 

be influenced by the nature of the data in order to return the most appropriate model fit (after 

accounting for penalty for complex parameterization to avoid overfitting the model, using an 

appropriate information criterion, e.g. Akaike).  

 

16. Page 15, line 39“Univariate” should be “univariable”?  

• Response: Thank you this has now been amended.  

 

17. 4. Page 15, line 50 “These variables include those that have been shown to be predictive of falls 

in other post discharge populations” Reading the list of outcomes, it seems that quite a lot of data on 

known predictors is not collected, such as BMI, visual deficit, comorbidities (diabetes, incontinence), 

polypharmacy, etc. See e.g. Karinkanta S et al. "Physical therapy approaches to reduce fall and 

fracture risk among older adults." Nature Reviews Endocrinology 6.7 (2010): 396-407 for an overview. 

Although it may not be feasible to measure all, it seems that the authors leave out quite a few that 

should be relatively easy to obtain.  
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• Response: Authors have clarified the text (see data collection and procedure first paragraph) to 

more clearly state what baseline measures are undertaken and repeated at monthly intervals. We do 

collect data on visual deficit, polypharmacy, and comorbidities. These are collected at baseline 

enrolment and changes are captured during monthly follow up. The only item we don’t measure is 

BMI as we are conscious of participant burden vs capturing robust falls data from this cohort.  

 

18. Comment 5a. Page 16, line 41 and on (Sample size) I am not sure if I follow this completely. 

Firstly, the authors propose to use a generalised linear mixed model to assess the incidence rate, but 

the sample size calculation is not one that directly relates to a mixed model but instead assumes a 

survival model. Secondly, the authors seem to base it on a hypothesis test, but in this case it would 

be more useful and logical to aim for a specified precision of the estimate. Checking the book by 

Lemeshow, the authors seem to have done this – the proposed 267 patients will give them 95% 

certainty to estimate the incidence rate to within 12% of the true value (Page 30 and Table 15 in 

Lemeshow et al.), which is indeed within 0.54/1000 .  

• Response 5a: By looking at the end of this reviewer comment, we think the reviewer has almost 

followed this, but we can see where there are a few points of confusion that have been created 

(perhaps due to a sub-optimal description in our original submission). Specifically in response to this 

comment, we have not used a survival model to calculate a sample size, but rather, we have used the 

Lemeshow method to estimate a level of precision to estimate the incidence rate of falls. We hope our 

amended sample size description has now clarified this. This has also included moving the 

Lemeshow reference to be directly adjacent to the assumptions for the specified precision of the 

estimate.  

 

19. Comment 5b. There is however an important assumption in this calculation and the authors may 

have missed it. This assumption is that all patients are followed-up until the event (in this case a fall) 

occurs. This may take longer than the planned study time of 1 year. The authors should therefore 

check if they need to correct their sample size to account for the censoring that will almost certainly 

occur. Given that the mean time to a fall will be the reciprocal of the incidence rate, or 222 days, the 

difference will not be large, but would be useful to know beforehand.  

• Response 5b: We appreciate the reviewer’s sentiments here and that our description in our initial 

submission may not have been optimal. In response to this comment (and consistent with the above 

comment and response), our primary analysis is to report the incidence rate at 12 months as previous 

studies in the field have also done. This will mean that people who have not fallen within 12 months 

are recorded as having 0 falls for the purpose of the 12 month incidence rate. The time to multiple 

event analysis is a secondary consideration and has not been used for sample size determination 

(and unfortunately we are unlikely to have resources available to follow these patients beyond the 12 

month mark as part of this investigation, and hence have only outlined a 12 month follow-up timeline 

for analyses within this study protocol). 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Justine Naylor 
Whitlam Orthopaedic Research Centre, Liverpool Hospital, Sydney 
Australia 

REVIEW RETURNED 10-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have responded satisfactorily to the concerns raised. I 
would still add as a limitation that baseline measures are captured 
post-op and not prior to surgery. If the Oxford scores collected at 
baseline are meant to reflect their pre-op levels (that is, they are 
going to be asked to recall what they were like in the month prior to 
surgery), then that is a limitation due to recall bias. 
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REVIEWER Jan Herman Kuiper 
Keele University, United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Many thanks to the authors for reading and addressing my 
comments. I only have a few remaining remarks, which for clarity I 
numbered according to the authors’ response.  
 
15) I am happy with the answer, but you seem to have missed it 
while revision the manuscript. Could you please put it in?  
 
17) Thank you for adding those variables. However, why is it so 
difficult to obtain BMI? Are length and weight not measured routinely 
at the preop clinic? You could simply pick them up from the notes.  
 
18/19) Perhaps I had not expressed myself clearly enough. I was 
surprised that the sample size calculation was based on a different 
analysis (survival) than the actual analysis (mixed linear modelling). 
Moreover, the sample size calculation assumes uncensored 
observations, whereas there will be some patients that will not fall 
during the study, in other words the study have censored 
participants.  
It would be far more logical to base the sample size calculation on 
the actual analysis. In this case, a generalised linear model will be 
used to estimate the incidence rate. This will almost certainly involve 
Poisson regression, so it would be logical to assume that the 
number of falls will follow a Poisson distribution. Hence, you would 
for instance state that you want to estimate the Poisson parameter 
to within a total width of the 95% CI of 20% of its expected value, or 
in other words to within 10% of its true value with 95% certainty. In 
that case you would need 395 falls (the 95% CI would be 357 to 
436, so the width is 79 or 20% of 395). At a rate of 4.5/1000 person 
days or 1.23/person year this boils down to 395/1.23=321 patients.  
 
Or, if you want to estimate the parameter to within 12% of its true 
value with 95% certainty (or a total width of the 95% CI of 24%, as in 
your proposal), you would need 277 falls, equivalent to 225 patients.  
The proposed sample size of 267 patients will lead to 328 falls, and 
hence you can estimate the Poisson parameter to within a 95%CI 
interval of 293 to 365, a total width of 22% or within 11% of its true 
value.  
 
All this shows is that you are not far out using your method, but this 
would not necessarily be the case. It would therefore be reassuring if 
you could recalculate the sample size in the paper in line with the 
proposed analysis, i.e. following the above example. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1  

 

The authors have responded satisfactorily to the concerns raised. I would still add as a limitation that 

baseline measures are captured post-op and not prior to surgery. If the Oxford scores collected at 

baseline are meant to reflect their pre-op levels (that is, they are going to be asked to recall what they 

were like in the month prior to surgery), then that is a limitation due to recall bias.  

• Response: Authors agree that the first time the Oxford score is administered it is after surgery (we 

also administer it at 3 other time points) which is an assessment that requires recall of pre-surgery 
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function, we have now specifically acknowledged this 4 week recall as a limitation in the study 

limitations section. (See highlighted text in last paragraph discussion). The Oxford score does ask 

patients to recall their function by stating “During the past four weeks…” and then moving onto each 

rating item, so the normal method of using the tool is to ask patients to recall of the past four weeks in 

rating their pain and function.  

Reviewer 2  

15) I am happy with the answer, but you seem to have missed it while revision the manuscript. Could 

you please put it in?  

 

• Response: Apologies, this was an error on our part. We have now included this in the uploaded 

manuscript document. See highlighted in statistical analysis section  

 

17) Thank you for adding those variables. However, why is it so difficult to obtain BMI? Are length and 

weight not measured routinely at the preop clinic? You could simply pick them up from the notes.  

 

• Response: There are a couple of issues as to why we have not included BMI. Our previous work 

related to falls around or during periods of hospitalisation has not indicated that BMI ought to be 

central to addressing the research questions in this study. Nonetheless, if it were, we would prefer to 

measure height and weight specifically for the purpose of the study using a rigorous objective 

measurement rather than draw on clinical notes where we have noticed (and been advised by 

colleagues) that height and weight are not necessarily accurately recorded for all potential participants 

in the clinical notes at the preop clinic. In an ideal world, we agree that it would be a nice addition to 

the study, but within the constraints of this project, we have prepared the study protocol to best 

address the research questions at hand with the resources we have available.  

 

18/19) Perhaps I had not expressed myself clearly enough. I was surprised that the sample size 

calculation was based on a different analysis (survival) than the actual analysis (mixed linear 

modelling). Moreover, the sample size calculation assumes uncensored observations, whereas there 

will be some patients that will not fall during the study, in other words the study have censored 

participants.  

It would be far more logical to base the sample size calculation on the actual analysis. In this case, a 

generalised linear model will be used to estimate the incidence rate. This will almost certainly involve 

Poisson regression, so it would be logical to assume that the number of falls will follow a Poisson 

distribution. Hence, you would for instance state that you want to estimate the Poisson parameter to 

within a total width of the 95% CI of 20% of its expected value, or in other words to within 10% of its 

true value with 95% certainty. In that case you would need 395 falls (the 95% CI would be 357 to 436, 

so the width is 79 or 20% of 395). At a rate of 4.5/1000 person days or 1.23/person year this boils 

down to 395/1.23=321 patients. Or, if you want to estimate the parameter to within 12% of its true 

value with 95% certainty (or a total width of the 95% CI of 24%, as in your proposal), you would need 

277 falls, equivalent to 225 patients.  

The proposed sample size of 267 patients will lead to 328 falls, and hence you can estimate the 

Poisson parameter to within a 95%CI interval of 293 to 365, a total width of 22% or within 11% of its 

true value. All this shows is that you are not far out using your method, but this would not necessarily 

be the case. It would therefore be reassuring if you could recalculate the sample size in the paper in 

line with the proposed analysis, i.e. following the above example.  

 

• Response: The authors agree with the reviewer’s sentiments that the final conclusions regarding the 

study power and sample size are similar regardless of the calculation approach. In being responsive 

to the reviewer’s latest comment on this section, we have now reported the sample size calculation 

following the recommendation of the reviewer regarding estimation of the Poisson parameter as 

outlined in the reviewer’s comment. Perhaps some of the confusion in the earlier submission was also 

attributable to us not having specifically separated out the number of participants versus number of 
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falls in our description of the sample size calculation. We have now also corrected the text to further 

improve the clarity of this section of the protocol description specifically outlining the anticipated 

number of participants and fall counts. We have used the table below to calculate the sample size for 

the study. In using the Poisson distribution we have retained our current sample size and based this 

on an estimate of the Poisson parameter within 11% of the true value with 95% Confidence. See 

sample size section highlighted text.  

% of True value Number of Patients Expected number of Falls 95% CI for Expected Falls  

10% 321 395 357 – 436  

11% 267 328 293 – 365  

12% 226 277 192 – 259  

13% 194 238 163 – 225 

VERSION 3 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Jan Herman Kuiper 
Institute for Science and Technology in Medicine  
Keele University  
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The authors have now adequately my queries, and I thank them for 
their efforts 
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